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"Ha ha, this an Tiexin, forced to maintain the Jiuding array, and the attack was serious. He even 

appeared dead. He couldn't hold on for long." 

 

Sword nameless see, a sneer. 

 

Ye Chen's vision tiny coagulates, also saw the weakness of an Tiexin. 

 

In this Jiuding array, the law energy comes from wanxu. An Tiexin has defected, but he still needs to 

open the array. Naturally, he will bite back seriously. 

 

"Sky dragon soul, rise!" 

 

But on the sky, an Tiexin, regardless of his own situation, forcibly summoned the spirit of the king of the 

sky. A dragon shadow light emerged and spread a bright golden light. 

 

Click! 

 

Click! 

 

Click! 

 

An amazing scene appeared. The guards of the ancient Youhai City, with the blessing of the Dragon Spirit 

in the sky, burst their muscles and bones, and their strength soared. Even some people showed the 

appearance of the dragon, and grew dragon horns and claws, which was very strange. 

 



"Roar!" 

 

The Dragon roars and gets the blessing of the Dragon Spirit in the sky. The guards of the ancient Youhai 

city begin to fight back madly. 

 

The soldiers of the foreign League were killed in a river of blood. Fortunately, there were many people in 

the foreign League, but they were not defeated. 

 

The fighting between the two sides became more and more fierce, the smell of blood filled thousands of 

miles, and the surrounding water was dyed red. 

 

"Good chance! Let's get in. " 

 

Ye Chen scans the whole scene. Now the fighting is fierce, and an Tiexin is going to be in the battlefield. 

No one notices them. It's a good time to sneak into the city and go to the ancient Youming prison to 

save the same kind of Xiao Huang. 

 

At the moment, ye Chen motioned to Yanyu xianzun. Yanyu xianzun immediately used the magic power 

of smoke to cover the three figures and flew into the ancient secluded Sea city. 

 

Both sides in the war are surprised to see a cloud of smoke suddenly flying into the city, but at the 

beginning of the war, no one can get away from it, so they have no time to take care of it. 

 

Ye Chen three people smoothly sneak into the city, landing on the ground. 

 

Whoa! 

 

A magic light is emitted from ye Chen's body, but it's Xiao Huang's figure. He can't wait to jump out of 

the same breath. 

 

"Master, my fellow is here!" 

 



Xiao Huang looked in one direction, quite excited and nervous. 

 

"Well, let's go and have a look." 

 

Ye Chen nodded. 

 

Xiao Huang runs in front of him, and ye Chen follows him and runs to the place where he is imprisoned. 

 

Along the way, ye Chen and others also met many patrollers of the ancient Youhai city. They killed all 

the people with their swords and swords. They killed all the people with fierce means. They soon came 

to the core of the ancient Youhai city—— 

 

Ancient hell prison! 

 

In front of my eyes, there is a cliff. The mountain is hollowed out and built into a cell. There are bursts of 

animal roars coming from the cell. It's sad. 

 

But outside the ancient Youming prison, there are several old men guarding. When they see ye Chen 

and others approaching, they immediately alert and shout: "stop, who is it?" 

 

Ye Chen hasn't started yet, the sword doesn't know the name, pulls out the beast bone sword, the 

sword light turns, like lightning quick, cut off those old men's heads completely. 

 

"You're too murderous. Aren't you afraid to invade yourself?" 

 

Ye Chen looks at sword nameless way. 

 

Sword nameless way: "to kill evidence, why fear invasion?" 

 

Ye Chen hears the four words "to prove the truth by killing", his eyes flash slightly, and his heart feels 

thoughtful. 



 

"Master, my kind is in it!" cried Xiao Huang 

 

Ye Chen returned to God, "eh" a, way: "we go in to have a look." 

 

At present, ye Chen, Xiaohuang, Jianming, Yanyu xianzun and others step into the ancient Youming 

prison. 

 

But see this cell, incomparable darkness, filled with the smell of fishy smell, an ancient beast, was 

imprisoned in a cell inside. 

 

These animals, such as horned bird, demon ape, one horned Kui Niu, jiuyouyu, archaic yellow bird, 

immortal Phoenix and so on, are all ancient alien species with extraordinary blood. 

 

At the moment, these animals are being held in a small cell. They have scars on their bodies and are 

obviously forced by the ancient Youhai city. 

 

The ancient Youhai City raised these animals. Every once in a while, they took their blood and sold their 

essence and blood to the outside world to earn profits and maintain an Tiexin's rich life. 

 

In the past, the emperor yuhuanggudi raised sacred animals to fight against Wutian, but today, an Tiexin 

raised sacred animals only for blood and profit. 

 

This pattern gap is really too big. 

 

If the yuhuanggudi knew that his old layout had turned into this, I was afraid that he would vomit blood. 

 

"Xiao Huang, where are your peers?" 

 

Ye Chen looks around and asks. 

 



The structure of this ancient Youming prison is quite special and spectacular. The cells are built in the 

mountain, layer by layer, from the bottom of the earth to the top of the mountain. I'm afraid there are 

dozens of layers. There are many sacred animals in the prison, and the atmosphere is complex. 

 

Ye Chen one eye sees, also didn't find Xiao Huang's congener. 

 

"Master, there it is 

 

Xiao Huang looks at a mountain wall with excitement and anger. 

 

Ye Chen looks along Xiao Huang's eyes, but sees a cell dug out of the mountain wall. There is a lion devil 

beast in the cell. The shape of the lion devil beast is very similar to Xiao Huang's, but the eyes are brown 

and yellow, which is no different from the eyes of ordinary lions. Unlike Xiao Huang, there are red, blue, 

yin and Yang. 

 

The lion, demon and ferocious beast, drooping head, decadent breath, body has a series of knife 

wounds, new wounds, old wounds, a scar superimposed together, shocking, obviously also squeezed 

blood by the ancient Youhai City, the situation is very miserable. 

 

Yanyu xianzun couldn't bear the sight of the lion, the devil and the beast. 

 

The nameless sword stands silently with a cold look, without any fluctuation. 
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"Master, let's get it out first!" 

 

Xiaohuang eyes canthus crack, heart angry ancient youhaicheng fierce, now just want to save people. 

 

Ye Chen nodded, and then with the rescue, suddenly listen to the mountain prison, whistling, there are 

bursts of evil wind blowing. 



 

Then, a mass of demon fog came out from the bottom of the earth. 

 

The evil wind and the evil fog interweave with each other to form an array that completely covers Ye 

Chen and others. 

 

"What is this?" 

 

Misty rain immortal Zun is greatly surprised, quickly lean to Ye Chen side. 

 

Sword nameless aware of change, but also hold the sword in the hand, attentive alert. 

 

However, a black flag emerged from the mist. The flag was embroidered with all kinds of demons and 

monsters. It was very strange, and the flagpole of the flag was made of white bones, which was full of 

evil spirit. 

 

"The seven treasures of Hongjun, the Bone Demon banner?" 

 

Ye Chen saw the shape of the flag, and immediately his pupils shrank, catching the terrible secret. 

 

This flag is actually a treasure, one of the most important artifact of the thirty-three days. It is a magic 

weapon made by Hongjun's ancestors. It represents the demon's Bone Demon flag! 

 

"Roar!" 

 

A low roar of the Dragon came from the flag. 

 

Then, a black dragon appeared, staring at Ye Chen and others. His body moved violently, and with 

infinite evil spirit, he went to kill Ye Chen and others. 

 



In the ancient cloud, there was a dragon, which was a kind of dragon. 

 

This Bone Demon banner is a magic weapon cast from the bones of the ancient dragon. The pole is 

made of bone, and the cloth is woven from the tendons, hair, skin scales, etc. of the dragon. 

 

As soon as this Bone Demon flag appeared, ye Chen and others were suffocated, and the pressure was 

very high. 

 

"Shifang meteorite sword, broken!" 

 

Sword nameless takes the lead, bone sword wave chop, chop to the face of the Dragon virtual shadow. 

 

Puff! 

 

With one sword, the dragon was cut off. 

 

However, the dragon's body was restored by the light of the dragon's Bone Demon flag. 

 

The Dragon roared out again, and its vitality seemed endless, biting the nameless head of the sword. 

 

The sword gave a cold hum and retreated. 

 

The dragon's body swung, but suddenly he went to Yanyu xianzun. 

 

Yanyu immortal exclaimed "ouch", but he couldn't do it under the breath of the Bone Demon flag. 

 

"Be careful!" 

 

Ye Chen pulls out the dragon Yuan Sky Sword and blocks it in front of Yanyu immortal Zun like a shield. 

With a fierce gesture, he shakes back the dragon. 



 

Xiao Huang leans to Ye Chen's side, looks at the evil spirit that surrounds, way: "master, we seem to be 

in the trap." 

 

Ye Chen's face sinks, a way: "unexpectedly that an iron core, unexpectedly set ambush here." 

 

As he spoke, ye Chen called out the picture of the yellow spring, forming a forbidden system of the 

Yellow Spring River, protecting the sword nameless, Yanyu xianzun, Xiaohuang and others from the 

invasion of dragon and evil spirit. 

 

The Dragon roared repeatedly, but for a moment, it couldn't break through the defense of the yellow 

spring. 

 

Sword nameless gazed at the evil spirit around him and said: "it seems... Is it an array? Lord Ye, you are 

proficient in the formula of array. Do you have a way to break the array? " 

 

All around the evil spirit, gathered into a formation, will all cage cover. 

 

The core of this array is the Bone Demon flag! 

 

Obviously, an Tiexin uses the Bone Demon flag to set an ambush here. If an enemy rushes in, he will be 

trapped by the Bone Demon array. 

 

He seemed to expect the arrival of Ye Chen and others, so he arranged ahead of time. 

 

Ye Chen looked around and quickly felt the details of the demon array. His face suddenly changed 

slightly and said: "this array is not simple. It can be broken, but the consequences are extremely 

serious." 

 

Sword nameless way: "have what consequence?" 

 



Ye Chen said: "an Tiexin deliberately arranges that if someone breaks the battle by force, the Bone 

Demon flag will explode and die with the one who breaks the battle." 

 

Sword nameless eye pupil one shrinks, a way: "explode?" 

 

Ye Chen said: "that's right! Ha ha, I underestimated an Tiexin's determination. He was willing to sacrifice 

the bony demon flag to keep us. " 

 

Ye Chen saw very clearly that once he broke the battle, it would inevitably lead to the self explosion of 

the Bone Demon flag. 

 

Even if ye Chen can get away with it, Yanyu xianzun, Xiaohuang, Jianming and others may not survive. 

 

Sword nameless way: "this Bone Demon flag, after all, is just a piece of debris, if you sacrifice a piece of 

debris, can leave us, then the iron core is earned." 

 

If it's a complete skeleton demon flag, its value can't be measured, but what ye Chen and others are 

looking at is actually a piece of magic weapon, not noumenon. 

 

If you can leave Ye Chen and others, it is undoubtedly very cost-effective. 

 

Misty rain immortal Zun way: "a magic weapon fragment, have so fierce?" 

 

Ye Chen said: "this is the magic weapon of Hongjun's ancestors. Of course, it's powerful." 

 

The most powerful of the thirty-three heavenly artifacts is the seven magic weapons made by Hongjun's 

ancestors. 

 

For example, the heart of the ten swords is one of the "seven treasures of Hongjun". At the beginning of 

the sacrifice, even the Yuhuang Zhushen sword of wanxu was used. We can see how powerful the magic 

weapon of Hongjun is. 

 



The Bone Demon flag is a magic weapon made by Hongjun's ancestors. Its power is not small. Even if it's 

just a fragment, once it explodes, it can't be borne by Yanyu xianzun and others. 

 

Ye Chenwu has a deep foundation and can barely bear it, but he can't watch Yanyu xianzun, Jianming 

and Xiaohuang fall. 

 

Xiao Huang's eyes sank and said, "master, what shall we do now?" 

 

Ye Chen brow light wrinkly, way: "allow me to think." 

 

If you break the battle by force, it won't work. You can only solve it by other means, but ye Chen can't 

figure out what to do. 

 

If time goes on and the war outside stabilizes and an Tiexin comes back, it will be troublesome. 

 

Last time, ye Chen was lucky to suppress an Tiexin and let him not use the magic weapon. 

 

But now, an Tiexin has offered up the Bone Demon flag. With the blessing of this magic weapon, 

combined with the Jiuding array and the spirit of the sky, he is almost invincible, and ye Chen's win is 

very low. 

 

If you don't break out as soon as possible, you'll be dead here. 

 

Just as he hesitated, there was a sound of walking outside, but an old fisherman came in slowly, wearing 

a bamboo hat and carrying a fish basket behind him. 

 

Ye Chen was shocked when he saw the old fisherman. 

 

He had met this old fisherman when he was sneaking into the ancient Youhai city to save the sword. The 

other side told him to leave and not to take risks. 

 



"Ha ha, boy surnamed ye, I didn't expect you to be trapped one day." 

 

The old fisherman said with a smile. 

 

Ye Chen hears his voice, still feel incomparably familiar, affirmation is to have heard before. 

 

Sword nameless holding the hilt, to the old fisherman: "who are you?" 

 

The old fisherman laughed and said, "me? It's just an old man who's been damned for a long time. " 
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After that, the old fisherman slowly took off his hat, revealing a weather beaten, wrinkled face. 

 

This old face, ye Chen only feel very strange, but very familiar. 

 

With tears hidden in his eyes, the old fisherman said to Ye Chen, "boy, do you know me?" 

 

Ye Chen hears his question, his head booms, remembers the story of the previous life, and blurts out: 

"you are the God of heaven, man and devil!" 

 

Reincarnation of the previous life of the Lord, under the command of six servants, known as 

"reincarnation of the six demons.". 

 

This reincarnation of six demons, everyone has inherited a reincarnation of the law of energy, is 

reincarnation of six. 

 

Among the six ways of reincarnation, ye Chen has recovered the laws of hungry ghost, hell, animal, 

humanity and Shura, but he is still short of the last law of heaven and humanity. 



 

And he has never seen the gods. 

 

But at the moment, seeing the old fisherman, ye Chen suddenly realized that this man was the devil. 

 

"No wonder your voice makes me so familiar!" 

 

Ye Chen was shocked. He had such a familiar feeling. It was because he had heard the sound in his 

previous life! 

 

Jianming, Yanyu xianzun, Xiaohuang and others naturally know the legend of "reincarnation of the six 

demons". At this moment, everyone is shocked to see the appearance of heaven, man and demons. 

 

Among the six ways of reincarnation, heaven and humanity are the most powerful. Heaven and man, 

which means God, refers to the supreme gods, the real superior. 

 

Reincarnation is superior to the heavens. Once Ye Chen controls the six ways, he can decide the life and 

death of the supreme gods. 

 

It can be imagined that reincarnation is so terrible that it is only one of the six ways that can control the 

life and death of the superior! 

 

Yuhuanggudi desperately wanted to kill Ye Chen. He knew that reincarnation was too terrible. Once he 

grew up, he would surpass the existence of Hongjun legend and be able to participate in and control 

everything. 

 

Heaven demon God showed a trace of vicissitudes of smile, staring at Ye Chen, said: "boy, in fact, I am 

very curious about your identity." 

 

Ye Chen Leng a Leng, way: "I? Who else can I be, of course, is the master of reincarnation. " 

 



In the past, Shura, evil spirits, and the five elements were all very respectful and nostalgic when they 

saw Ye Chen. However, ye Chen was surprised by this God's attitude. The other party didn't call him 

"Lord" and even called him a boy. 

 

The God of heaven and man said, "no, you are not the Lord of reincarnation. My master died ten 

thousand years ago." 

 

Ye Chen said: "although the reincarnation Lord of the previous life died, it was his own layout. You 

should know that he turned into me, and I am the reincarnation Lord." 

 

God said: "no, you and the reincarnation of the Lord, after all, there is a difference, you are two people, 

you have your thoughts, your character is also different from the reincarnation of the Lord, accurately 

speaking, you should be the reincarnation of blood, not my master." 

 

Smell speech, ye Chen is stupefied, he has never thought of this problem actually, always regard oneself 

as the Lord of reincarnation. 

 

Xuanjiyue, Emperor Shitian and others also believe that ye Chen is the master of reincarnation, and ye 

Chen is the master of reincarnation. It's just that this life and previous lives are different, but cause and 

effect are interlinked. 

 

Yanyu immortal said: "the Lord is the Lord of reincarnation. What's the use of you arguing about this? 

Come on, find a way to get us out of here. " 

 

"This problem is related to the root of reincarnation, so we can't ignore it," said the God 

 

He stares at Ye Chen, way: "boy, you are you, but you are not you, this problem, do you understand?" 

 

Ye Chen blankly way: "I don't understand." 

 

After a pause, ye Chen's eyes were sharp again and said: "but I know that in this life, I have my martial 

arts, and I won't be dragged down by the cause and effect of the previous life." 

 



After hearing these words, heaven, man and devil thought deeply, then sighed and said, "well, I don't 

know the answer to this question, but I can be sure that you are the inheritor of reincarnation. I have 

something to return to you." 

 

Ye Chen heart a Lin, way: "what thing?" 

 

Heaven, man, demon and God said: "in the past, my master gave me the power of the law of 

reincarnation. Now that you inherit reincarnation, I should give it back to you, as well as the treasure of 

yin and Yang Temple." 

 

Ye Chen said: "the temple of yin and Yang? Master, are you related to the temple of yin and Yang? " 

 

The temple of yin and Yang is a part of the layout of the reincarnation Lord, and the reincarnation six 

demons have been abandoned by the reincarnation Lord for the sake of conservatism because of their 

obvious reputation in previous lives. 

 

That is to say, since the fall of the reincarnation Lord, the fate of the six demons has come to an end. 

They are destined to quit the chess game and fall for life. This is the price of following reincarnation. 

 

The Lord of reincarnation has many followers. Not every follower can die well, because the enemy is so 

strong that sacrifice is inevitable. 

 

Ye Chen's evil spirits, Shura's evil spirits, and the five elements' evil spirits have all died, and none of 

them can survive. 

 

The six evil spirits are abandoned sons, but ye Chen didn't expect that this God of heaven and man 

would be related to the temple of yin and Yang. He should not be qualified to participate in the chess 

game. 

 

The God said, "the second place of the Yin Yang Temple has been moved to the dark forbidden sea. They 

lack a leader, so they recommend me to be respected. They hope that they can rely on my law of 

reincarnation to guard their fate and get rid of their bad luck. Alas, but I am an abandoned son. How can 

I lead them?" 

 



With that, the God took out a simple ring and threw it to Ye Chen. 

 

The ring crosses the evil fog and falls in front of Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen catches it by hand, but sees that the ring is dark and unsophisticated. It is made of old black 

iron. 

 

Hum! 

 

When he saw the ring, ye Chen's head was buzzing, and he remembered the memory of his previous life. 

 

In the past, the Lord of reincarnation created the temple of yin and Yang. 

 

Among them, the second important temple of yin and Yang is powerful. In order to guard Qi Yun, the 

reincarnation Lord specially set up the post of Zhang Jiao. 

 

Zhangjiao is in charge of the affairs of the Yin Yang Temple, which is very important. Now, the 

abandoned son of heaven, man, devil and God has become Zhangjiao, which is really incredible. 

 

Ye Chen said, "what about the master of the Yin Yang Temple?" 

 

The God of heaven and man said: "in those days, Yin Yang Temple was the second most important. The 

general altar was originally in the land of Yin, but later it was destroyed by Hong Tianjing, and the leader 

cult was also injured and missing. Later, the remnants of Yin Yang Temple moved to the dark forbidden 

sea. They were in constant panic. Finally, they asked me to be the leader. It's really a big glitch in the 

world." 

 

Ye Chen's face sank. It seems that the second place of yin and Yang Temple is hard to live. 

 

Yanyu xianzun is also dignified. She still wants to find the second general altar, but now it seems that 

even the second one of the Yin Yang Temple is hard to protect herself. 

 



The black ring in Ye Chen's hand is nothing special, but it is of great significance. It is the second palm 

religion relic of the temple of yin and Yang. 
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It is enough to prove that he didn't lie that he could take out this ring. 

 

"Master, where is the second main altar of the temple of yin and Yang? Is it open sea or inland sea 

 

Ye Chen holds the ring and asks. 

 

The God shook his head and said, "don't let me tell you. You can find it yourself. It's also a grind." 

 

Ye Chen sighed and said, "OK..." 

 

Heaven, man, devil and God said: "boy, I should give you the law of reincarnation that belongs to you. I 

wish you good luck in the future. My abandoned son, in fact, should have died long ago. Today, I am 

finally free." 

 

Having said that, the God of heaven and man smiles slightly, and blood emerges from his body. 

 

The wisps of blood, is his law of blood essence, at the moment all toward Ye Chen perfusion and go, as if 

in general. 

 

Boom! 

 

Ye Chen brain immediately concussion, there is a reincarnation of the disk behind the virtual shadow, 

automatically emerged. 

 



And on the disk of reincarnation, the last law, which belongs to the law of heaven and humanity, finally 

blooms the brightest divine light. 

 

The six principles are perfect here! 

 

Boom 

 

In Ye Chen's body, thunder bursts, and his breath soars wildly. 

 

At this moment, his cultivation was a natural one. He successfully broke through the six levels of heaven 

and reached the level of seven levels of heaven! 

 

Roar 

 

With the promotion of Ye Chen, the dragon of the Bone Demon flag seems to feel the threat. A low roar, 

his body around the flag, his eyes full of dignified meaning. 

 

The essence and blood of the law of heaven, man and devil were all offered, and the body gradually 

withered. 

 

With a smile on his face, he said: "boy, grow up quickly. I hope you can take charge of the temple of yin 

and Yang as soon as possible, and even take charge of the peak of reincarnation, surpassing my previous 

master." 

 

After that, his body collapsed like sand, turned into dust and disappeared completely. 

 

Ye Chen looked at the falling sand, but his face was a little dull. 

 

"Who am I, ye Chen, or the Lord of reincarnation? Did my parents give birth to me, or did reincarnation 

create me? " 

 



Ye Chen meditates on the words of heaven, man and devil, and is at a loss. 

 

He was thinking about the ultimate question of philosophy, who I am, where I come from and where I 

will go. 

 

He had never thought about these problems before. Now, after hearing the words of heaven, man, devil 

and God, his head suddenly felt split. He could not distinguish between the past and the present. 

 

"Roar..." 

 

At this time, a low sound of the dragon, will ye Chen's thoughts back. 

 

But he saw the dragon with the Bone Demon flag, with a look of fear in his eyes, quickly rolled up the 

magic weapon and fled. 

 

At the moment, ye Chen's breath was so terrible that he felt a great threat and wanted to run away 

directly. 

 

Ye Chen's cultivation has reached seven levels of heaven, and the six principles of reincarnation are 

completely perfect. The energy of reincarnation blood soars greatly, and the momentum of 

reincarnation is as powerful as to suppress the heavens. Even if he stands at will, he has an atmosphere 

to crush heaven and earth. 

 

As if this piece of heaven and earth, has no room for ye Chen this figure. 

 

"Want to run?" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes suddenly sharp, the reincarnation disk behind the light flashing, infinite power blessing in 

his body, his palm across the air, a strong suction out, unexpectedly abruptly took the Bone Demon flag 

across the air. 

 

"Ouch!" 



 

The dragon is not willing to roar, but it has been grasped by Ye Chen, struggling desperately, and can't 

break free. 

 

Yanyu xianzun, Jian Mingming and Xiao Huang all retreated in horror. 

 

Now ye Chen's power is too terrible. He has a domineering power in every action. That is the power of 

reincarnation, which makes them feel extremely scared. 

 

After the completion of the six principles, ye Chen's strength is simply advancing by leaps and bounds. 

Now even if the enemies of the past go up together, they can't stop him. 

 

There is an iron heart, if you fight again, ye Chen also has 100% confidence, will kill each other. 

 

"Bing Zi Jue, I suppressed it!" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes are deep, and his palm blows up the edge of the word formula, directly cutting off the 

blood contract in the deep of the Bone Demon flag. 

 

That's an Tiexin, the blood deed branded in the Bone Demon flag. 

 

These blood deeds were cut off, and the Dragon howled, and then his eyes became gentle and devout. 

The dragon's body crouched on Ye Chen's arm and recognized the Lord on the spot. 

 

That Bone Demon flag, also directly captured by Ye Chen, became his magic weapon. 

 

Bing Zi Jue is so overbearing that it can directly capture people's weapon magic weapon. 

 

Ye Chen's cultivation has reached the seventh level of heaven in the true realm, and the six principles 

are perfect, so the magic power of Bing Zi Jue is also greatly improved. Even the fragments of this magic 

weapon, the Bone Demon flag, can be seized in an instant, suppressed and accepted. 



 

"Congratulations, Lord Ye, for surrendering the fragments of the Bone Demon flag!" 

 

The sword is nameless. Congratulations. 

 

After years of experience in Hongjun's secret land, he knew the value of Hongjun's seven treasures. 

 

This Bone Demon flag is a magic weapon made by Hongjun's ancestors. Even if it's just a fragment, it's of 

great value. 

 

Yanyu xianzun and Xiaohuang are also congratulating Ye Chen. 

 

However, ye Chen's expression was cold and silent, and he didn't feel happy. 

 

In his heart, he recalled the words of the gods. 

 

"I'm me, but I'm not me. Who am I?" 

 

"In my previous life, did xuanjiyue kill me, or did I kill me?" 

 

Sword nameless and others, looking at Ye Chen's blankness, are also silent one after another. They look 

at each other, but they dare not disturb each other. 

 

They all know that ye Chen is at the critical moment of Tao heart's understanding. If he is a little wrong, 

he is likely to go crazy. 

 

After a long time, ye Chen's eyes gradually calmed down, smiled relieved, took a long sigh of relief and 

recovered. 

 

Yanyu immortal took his hand and said, "Lord..." 



 

Ye Chen said, "I'm ok." 

 

Yanyu immortal said: "don't think too much, you are you, you are not others, you are not only Ye Chen, 

but also the Lord of reincarnation, no one can replace you." 

 

Ye Chen's vision one coagulates, way: "you say right, think more useless, still do the thing in front of you 

first." 

 

About the world, about self, about the ultimate road, these problems, for ye Chen, are too complex, and 

it is useless to think too much. 

 

If you indulge too much, you may be possessed. 

 

Ye Chen converges his thoughts at the moment. He knows these problems. When his cultivation arrives, 

he will be able to solve them. 

 

Little zodiac: "master, my kind..." 

 

Xiao Huang looks at the mountain wall prison, but sees that in the prison, the lion, the devil and the 

beast are also staring at Ye Chen and others. 

 

"Well, I see." 

 

Ye Chen nodded and waved his hand. The military word Jue and Geng gold pulse burst out, and 

thousands of golden light flying swords were shot between his fingers. He chopped all the shackles of 

the prison. 
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All of a sudden, those trapped animals, all out of the trap, issued bursts of excited roar. 

 

"Thank you, reincarnation Lord, for your help!" 

 

"I would like to follow the reincarnation of the Lord, life service!" 

 

"I also wish to follow the Lord of reincarnation!" 

 

After many beasts got out of trouble, they didn't leave. Instead, they gathered around Ye Chen and 

bowed their heads to show obedience. 

 

The outside world is too dangerous. The battle between wanxu temple and the old alliance is becoming 

more and more fierce. Even the Taigu level beast, who is involved in it, will only be at the mercy of 

others. 

 

Compared with wandering in the outside world, it is obviously more stable to follow Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen heart move, if accept these god beast of words, later also can more help. 

 

"Well, that's good. Since you are willing to follow me, I will not treat you badly." 

 

"You've just got out of trouble, but you haven't recovered yet. You can have a rest when you enter this 

beast star." 

 

Ye Chen step out, burning the sky from the sky, and in this free sky, but hanging a star. 

 

This planet is one of the "chaos nine" stars. 

 

In terms of power, although the beast star is far less than the wish star, it is an excellent place to raise 

the beast. 



 

Ye Chen has already refined the beasts and stars into his own heaven world, but he has too many 

magical powers and rarely uses them all the way. Now he can use them. 

 

"Thank you, reincarnation Lord!" 

 

Many gods and beasts thanked one after another, and then fished into the beasts and stars to rest and 

regulate their breath. 

 

Ye Chen drained part of the holy water of the yellow spring and the water of the ten thousand demon 

immortal pool to the ten thousand beast heavenly stars to assist the recovery of those beasts. 

 

The blood vessels of these sacred beasts are all from ancient times. If their vitality can be fully restored, 

they will certainly enhance the Qi transportation of ten thousand beasts. 

 

At that time, beast star will be upgraded and become a powerful magic weapon! 

 

After everything is settled, ye Chen puts away the beast stars. 

 

At this time, the lion devil beast also noticed the dazzling light of Xiao Huang's eyes, and his expression 

became extremely excited! 

 

He knows what the red and blue eyes stand for! 

 

He hobbled step by step and came to Xiao Huang. He stretched out his tongue and lowered his head to 

lick Xiao Huang's front paws. He was quite modest and said in a low voice: 

 

"Little Lord, I didn't expect to see you here." 

 

"Have you become the partner of the Lord of samsara? Maybe that's our chance. " 

 



"Reincarnation is superior to the sky, and the future achievements are limitless." 

 

"There has been a saying in our family that Hongjun's ancestor once said that there will be a super 

genius in the future generations, and his achievements will even surpass him. This genius may be the 

master of reincarnation." 

 

"He said that he would be in the world of nothingness, waiting for the coming of reincarnation." 

 

This lion, demon and fierce beast is a member of the nightmare Protoss, and has the same blood with 

Xiao Huang. 

 

At this moment, it even called Xiao Huang "Shaozhu", and also mentioned Hongjun ancestor! 

 

Xiao Huang was stunned for a moment, and said, "old Hongjun, in the world of nothingness, waiting for 

my master?" 

 

Ye Chen is also quite a little surprised, said: "the legend of Hongjun ancestors, really stepped into the 

realm of Wu Wu?" 

 

Nothingness is the ultimate realm of cultivation. Even the yuhuanggudi can't see it. It's the peak of 

martial arts, and no one in the world knows its mystery. 

 

But now, the lion, devil and beast said that Hongjun had stepped into Wu Wu, and was still in Wu Wu 

world, waiting for ye Chen's arrival. 

 

Nothingness, even the concept of nothingness does not exist. What kind of world is it? 

 

Ye Chen is at a loss. Is there such a world? 

 

The lion, the devil and the fierce beast gave a sound and looked at the little zodiac: "little Lord, our 

blood comes from the king of nightmare, and the king of nightmare is one of the four beasts under the 

throne of Hongjun. These secrets are recorded in our family's ancient books, don't you remember?" 



 

Xiao Huang was stunned for a while, and her red and blue eyes looked confused. She said, "I've never 

seen it before. Why do you call me Shaozhu?" 

 

The lion demon said: "because you are my little Lord, our nightmare Protoss, the blood comes from the 

king of nightmare. Since ancient times, you are the only one who can awaken the blood of the ancestor 

king." 

 

"By the way, you were sent away as a child, and your blood was sealed. I don't know a lot of things. I'll 

take you back to your ancestral place, cough..." 

 

At the end of the day, the lion devil coughed and choked. He was trapped for too long and suffered too 

much. Now he was very weak. He wanted to take Xiao Huang away, but he couldn't even walk. 

 

"Ancestral blood..." 

 

Xiao Huang listened to these four words, dazed. 

 

Naturally, he knew that there were four animal kings under the throne of Hongjun. 

 

If the information is right, the king of nightmares is his ancestor! 

 

No one has ever awakened the ancestral vein of the king, but when it came to him, he awakened. 

 

In other words, he is the only one of the nightmare Protoss in all ages, the existence of the awakening 

ancestor King's blood! 

 

No wonder the attitude of the lion, the devil and the beast is so respectful. 

 

"Where is our ancestral land?" 

 



Huang can't wait to ask. He has many questions in his heart and wants to find out his life experience. 

 

"In... Cough..." 

 

The lion, demon and fierce beast coughed violently and wanted to speak, but he was too weak. He was 

too excited after seeing Xiao Huang. Now he was panting and looked very bad, as if he would recite it at 

any time. 

 

As soon as ye Chen's face sank, he immediately went up and started the eight trigrams Tiandan 

technique to treat it. 

 

However, the lion, demon and fierce beast was not seriously injured. It was just that he had been 

tortured for a long time, his vitality was too weak, and his blood was almost exhausted. 

 

Ye Chen's eight trigrams heaven elixir can't save the exhausted blood. 

 

…… 

 

At this point, outside. 

 

The foreign League attacked the city and the ancient Youhai City defended. The fierce battle between 

the two sides became more and more intense. 

 

Although there are many people in the outer League, on this side of the ancient Youhai City, there is an 

iron core, backed by the spirit of the sky and the small Jiuding array, but it is also as solid as gold. 

 

The two sides are on a par, fighting incessantly. 

 

"Well?" 

 

But at this time, an Tiexin, suspended in the sky, changes color when his face is rongdun. 



 

"My magic weapon!" 

 

At this moment, an Tiexin felt that he had broken contact with the fragment of the Bone Demon flag! 

 

His magic weapon has been taken away! 

 

"How can it be! Is it the master of samsara, the formula of soldiers 

 

An Tiexin's face changed greatly. He had caught the secret and guessed that Dao yechen would come 

today. 

 

Therefore, he had used the fragments of the Bone Demon flag to set traps in the mountain prison. 

 

As long as ye Chen comes, he will be trapped by the Bone Demon flag immediately. If he wants to break 

out of the difficulty, he will detonate the magic weapon and burn all the jade. 

 

If you can kill Ye Chen, even if you sacrifice the fragments of the Bone Demon flag, it's worth it. 

 

But the problem is, now an Tiexin feels that the magic weapon has been taken away by Ye Chen! 

 

His plan is a complete failure! 
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"It's impossible. My magic weapon was made by Hongjun's father himself. Has his magic power reached 

the point of cutting Hongjun? It's impossible 

 



An Tiexin was shocked. The fragment of the Bone Demon flag was very important to him. If it was taken 

away, it would be equivalent to cutting off his arm. 

 

Moreover, if ye Chen gets out of trouble, he will surely release the beast in the mountain prison, but for 

him, it is a more serious blow. 

 

"Damn it 

 

"Lord of reincarnation, I will kill you!" 

 

An Tiexin was angry and panicked. Regardless of the situation of the battlefield, he immediately flew to 

the ancient Youming prison with the spirit of the sky. 

 

As soon as he took away the spirit of the sky, many guards in the ancient Youhai city were shocked. 

 

Without the protection of the spirit of the sky, the situation suddenly collapsed, and the warriors of the 

foreign League rushed into the city in a large scale, shouting and shouting. 

 

The guards in the city were defeated and killed like weeds. 

 

However, the situation on this side of the battlefield is beyond the control of an Tiexin. 

 

Victory or defeat is a matter of military affairs. If we lose this time, there will always be a chance to 

reverse. 

 

But if ye Chen takes away the Bone Demon flag, he has no chance to reverse it. 

 

…… 

 

In the ancient netherworld prison, ye Chen is treating the lion, demon and fierce beast, but he hears the 

strong wind outside, and a burst of thunder and the sound of the storm. 



 

"Lord of reincarnation, get out of here!" 

 

I saw an Tiexin with the majesty of God's punishment, breaking the air blast. 

 

The virtual shadow of the Dragon Spirit in the sky was up and down behind him. 

 

Under the concussion of the Dragon Spirit in the sky, the divine punishment came, thunder storm, ice 

and snow turbulence, the scene is very spectacular. 

 

Sobbing 

 

In the sky full of God's punishment, thunder and snow, there are nine huge tripod emerged, straight to 

suppress the sky, the earth, extremely hegemonic. 

 

In order to deal with Ye Chen, an Tiexin brings the small nine tripod array and the nine big tripods. 

 

Buzz, buzz! 

 

The jade amulet on his waist vibrates and bursts into green light. 

 

On his face, there was a heavy air of death, and the haze made up for it. 

 

Using the small nine tripod array for a long time, he is under the attack of the law of ten thousand ruins. 

 

However, in order to deal with Ye Chen, he also can't manage so much. 

 

Ye Chen sees that an Tiexin is coming, and his body is recovering. He wants to borrow the energy of the 

spirit from the sky, so he flies out. 

 



"Your accomplishments have broken through. Are you really in the seventh heaven?" 

 

An Tiexin sees Ye Chen, but his pupils contract. 

 

He felt that ye Chen's cultivation breath was much stronger than before, and he even reached the 

seventh level of heaven! 

 

Moreover, the pressure of reincarnation is even more terrifying. 

 

"An Tiexin, do you still want to ambush me?" 

 

"But you can't shake my luck after all." 

 

Ye Chen stares at an Tiexin, but seems to be looking at a dead bone in a grave. 

 

In the past, he might have been afraid of an Tiexin, but now, his promotion is still seven days away, and 

after the completion of the six principles, an Tiexin is nothing but a local chicken and a dog in his eyes. 

 

An Tiexin trembles all over. Seeing that ye Chen's momentum is so powerful, he immediately kneads the 

formula, mobilizes the nine cauldrons behind him and shouts: 

 

"Jiuding Weilin, I've suppressed it!" 

 

Boom 

 

The nine cauldrons, with the sound of wind and thunder from heaven and earth, suddenly fall from the 

sky and smash towards Ye Chen. 

 

"Bone Demon banner, dragon breaking tripod!" 

 



Ye Chen was calm and calm, and did not panic at all. He offered the Bone Demon flag, which was filled 

with evil spirit and turned into nine dragon. 

 

These nine dragon, immediately formed a formation, forming a dragon formation, dragon roaring, 

skyrocketing. 

 

Bang Bang 

 

An amazing scene appeared, but the Nine Dragons broke through the sky and smashed all the nine 

cauldrons! 

 

A big tripod, into a small streamer dissipated, the whole small nine tripod array, but also completely 

collapsed. 

 

"Puff!" 

 

An Tiexin's mouth is full of blood, even mixed with some internal organs. 

 

He looked pale and indignant at the nine dragons and said, "my magic weapon! Lord of reincarnation, 

how dare you rob me? " 

 

Ye Chen laughs and says: "why don't you dare? You don't deserve to be virtuous, because you want to 

be in charge of the magic weapon of Hongjun, even the spirit of the sky? " 

 

Ye Chen looks at the empty shadow of the dragon soul in the sky behind an Tiexin, and his eyes pass a 

trace of coldness. 

 

As a matter of fact, an Tiexin is just an ordinary person with limited luck. He is not qualified to take 

charge of the bony demon flag or the spirit of the sky. 

 

He is backed by the wanxu temple, stealing the power of the ancient emperor Yuhuang, only now the 

achievements. 



 

But in the end, he is just a clown. 

 

"I wish that the Dragon Spirit in the sky will belong to me!" 

 

Ye Chen suddenly offered up the wish star, raised his hands and sang aloud. 

 

Boom! 

 

The loud and clear sound of making a wish shocked the sky. 

 

A fluffy white light, from the wish star burst out, hissing, woven into a net, ruthlessly toward the iron 

core. 

 

"What 

 

An Tiexin looks shocked, but sees that the wish sky net shrouds down, directly covers the sky dragon 

soul. 

 

"Take it!" 

 

Ye Chen suddenly drinks, then wants to snatch the sky dragon soul directly. 

 

An Tiexin is terrified. He has been robbed of the Bone Demon flag, and then the Dragon Spirit in the sky. 

That's really a waste. 

 

Seeing the Dragon Spirit in the sky, it is about to be taken away by Ye Chen. Suddenly, the jade talisman 

on an Tiexin's waist, green awn like a tide, green tide vast and turbulent, has the terror law will release. 
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That's the law of wanxu! 

 

Yuhuanggudi's will! 

 

"Ha ha, Lord of reincarnation, how dare you rob my things?" 

 

An extremely old voice full of majesty burst out from the jade talisman. 

 

It's the voice of yuhuanggudi! 

 

His will came down at this moment. 

 

Hum! 

 

The concussion of the jade talisman shows a shadow of immortality. It's hazy and empty. It's just a 

projection of the ancient emperor Yu Huang. 

 

Although it is a projection, but the power of the world, dominating the atmosphere of the sky, is still 

extremely frightening. 

 

"Yuhuanggudi, it's you!" 

 

Ye Chen was shocked when he saw the arrival of the ancient emperor Yuhuang. 

 

But after the short shock, ye Chen quickly calms down. 

 

He broke through to the seventh heaven of the true state, and after the six principles were restored to 

perfection, his state of mind obviously improved a lot. 



 

At the moment, as soon as he calms down, ye Chen carefully senses the breath of the ancient emperor 

Yu Huang, but finds that there is no energy fluctuation on the other side's virtual shadow, just a simple 

projection. 

 

And then carefully capture, ye Chen will capture the aura of Cuizhu immortal pool. 

 

Suddenly, ye Chen suddenly realized. 

 

It turns out that the yuhuanggudi used the cuizhuxianchi to project his figure onto the ancient Youhai 

city. It was not really a separate arrival. 

 

This projection, in the final analysis, is just a reflection of the cuizhuxian pool. It is the light and shadow 

reflected from the pool water and transmitted here. 

 

Among the four immortal pools, the green bamboo immortal pool is in the wanxu temple. The light and 

shadow reflected by the pool water can even penetrate the dense fog of the dark forbidden sea and 

come here. 

 

After all, the dark forbidden sea is the boundless territory of the demon ancestors. Even the 

yuhuanggudi can't fall down and cast a ray of light and shadow, which is the limit. 

 

This ray of light and shadow can't use any magical power or martial arts, and it doesn't have lethality. 

 

Aware of this, ye Chen is also at ease a lot. 

 

"Laozu..." 

 

Ann iron heart is cold sweat, knelt down on the spot. 

 

He betrayed ten thousand ruins, now see the emperor in person, even if only a ray of projection, is 

enough to scare his heart. 



 

"Traitor, do you think people in the dark sea can escape my control?" 

 

Yuhuanggudi stares at an Tiexin coldly with a sullen voice. 

 

"Lao Zu, spare your life, spare your life!" 

 

An Tiexin was so scared that he kowtowed and looked like earth. 

 

The emperor laughed and said, "do you think you can control the spirit of the sky with your luck? It's all 

my plan behind my back to allow you to sneak into the sky and stand on your own. It's a pity that the 

king of swallowing didn't show up. I think I've seen through my plan. You are no longer valuable. " 

 

An Tiexin listens to the words of yuhuanggudi, but he doesn't know what is the king of swallowing, but 

he has no use value any more, but he can hear them clearly. 

 

"Lao Zu, spare your life! I... " 

 

What does an Tiexin want to defend. 

 

But, bang, the jade amulet on his waist suddenly exploded. 

 

Boom! 

 

Then, an Tiexin's physical body, also in the explosion, completely broken, turned into a blood rain all 

over the sky, and the spirit was also destroyed. 

 

Ye Chen, Jian Mingming, Yanyu xianzun and others all contracted their pupils when they saw this scene. 

 



An Tiexin suffers from the law of ten thousand ruins. Sooner or later, this jade talisman is in danger of 

exploding. But ye Chen and others didn't expect that it was the yuhuanggudi who detonated it. 

 

Obviously, the situation has always been under the control of yuhuanggudi. 

 

An Tiexin rebelled, took charge of the spirit of the sky and controlled the ancient Youhai city. All these 

behaviors were tacitly approved by the Yuhuang ancient emperor. 

 

Yuhuanggudi obviously has another layout, but now, the layout has no sustainable value, and ye Chen 

wants to capture the spirit of the sky, he must also come out to stop. 

 

"Lord of reincarnation, it's a pity that I can't kill you now, but you can rest assured that when my nine 

tripod array is completed and the earth's heart is destroyed, you will die." 

 

The emperor looked at Ye Chen with a smile, then his eyes fell on the spirit of the sky. 

 

"Well, the spirit of the sky should belong to me. With this spirit, I can make sure that the energy is 

infinite." 

 

The energy of the spirit in the sky is very abundant. If you pour it into the Jiuding array, it will be enough 

to keep the energy flowing. 

 

At that time, ye Chen wants to break through, which is almost impossible. 

 

"Long Fei wanxu, strengthen my hegemony!" 

 

With the sound of Emperor Yu, the spirit of the sky seemed to be inspired. It roared like a dragon, 

turned into a streamer, and flew towards the temple of wanxu in the distance. 

 

"No!" 

 



Ye Chen's face changed. The spirit of the sky has been controlled by an Tiexin. In fact, behind it is the 

layout of the ancient emperor Yu Huang. 

 

At this moment, the emperor wanted to take back the spirit of the sky. Once the spirit fell into the hands 

of wanxu, the consequences would be unimaginable. 

 

"Come back to me!" 

 

Ye Chen rises from the sky, and the wild devil's sword comes out to stop the spirits in the sky. 

 

However, the spirit of the dragon in the sky, inspired by the ruins, could not be stopped. 

 

Seeing the dragon soul in the sky, it is about to fly away completely and run to the ten thousand ruins. 

But just at this time, in the distant sky, suddenly there comes a strange cry of crows. 

 

Crows come all over the sky, demons roll on the sky, all the light is covered, and instantly fell into an 

eternal darkness. 

 

Boom! 

 

Dark thunder concussion, in the dark sky, suddenly split, appeared a huge eyeball! 

 

This eyeball, full of blood, is as huge as the sun, moon and stars. It is suspended in the sky. The eyeballs 

rotate and look down at the bottom, with the breath of blood, ferocity, cruelty, terror, majesty and so 

on. 

 

In the ancient Youhai City, both the offensive and defensive sides were shocked to see the changes 

between heaven and earth. They stopped fighting and watched in horror. 

 

"The four beasts under the throne of Hongjun, the king of nothingness and the eye of death?" 

 



The emperor saw the huge eyeballs in the sky, his face sank and his eyes were shocked. 

 

But saw the crows all over the sky, whistling, flying to the eye around, circling. 

 

Surrounded by crows all over the sky, a black robed figure slowly emerged. 

 

It turned out to be the demon emperor! 

 

Behind the emperor, the huge eyeball is turning. Taking this as the background, his breath is also very 

strict, cold and terrible. 

 

"Yuhuanggudi, the territory of my old alliance, it's not your turn to run wild!" 

 

With a wave of his hand, the demon emperor captured the spirit of the sky. 

 

"Roar!" 

 

The dragon's soul roared, circling and dancing around the huge eyeball, as if to blend into the eyeball. 

 

This scene is very spectacular. In the dark sky, there is a huge eyeball, which is twinkling with demonic 

air. On the eyeball, there is a dragon spirit. 

 

The majesty of the dragon and the evil spirit of the demonic eye are intertwined with each other, 

making it even more extraordinary. 

 

"It's you! When did you get the eye of death omen? " 

 

The emperor was so angry that he took a picture of it and said, "the dragon soul in the sky belongs to 

our ruins. It's not your turn to touch it!" 
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He once again issued a call, the sky dragon soul, out of the eyes of the dead omen, to fly to the wanxu 

temple. 

 

"The things in the dark forbidden sea are my old allies. How dare you make trouble in the ruins?" 

 

As soon as the emperor held his hand, the huge eyeball was entangled with blood, which sent out a 

strong suction and pulled the Dragon Spirit from the sky. 

 

"Hum!" 

 

The ancient emperor of the feather Emperor gave a cold hum and continued to inspire him to fight 

against the demon emperor. 

 

That sky dragon soul, then between two people's pull game, advance and retreat. 

 

After all, this ancient emperor is not even a virtual shadow. Naturally, he does not have the great power 

of the ten thousand ruins! 

 

Click, click. 

 

And between the two people's constant pulling, the surrounding space layer upon layer burst, and the 

ancient Youhai city below also suffered a serious impact, and the whole city collapsed and exploded. 

 

Bursts of screams, one after another. 

 

The foreign alliance siegers, the guards of the ancient Youhai City, and tens of thousands of warships 

outside the city burst and smashed one after another as if they had been hit by dimension reduction. 

 



The fight between the demon emperor and the yuhuanggudi covers thousands of miles, and within the 

thousands of miles, all the real existence, the existence of life and the existence of law are like the 

porcelain under the huge hammer. 

 

Just the siege battle, how spectacular, but in the fight between the two, all the personnel are like ants, 

all to be crushed. 

 

Their fighting is not worth mentioning compared with that of the demon emperor and the yuhuanggudi. 

 

In the blink of an eye, thousands of miles, has become a dead land. 

 

It's not the ruins, it's the death place, all the living beings are destroyed, all the laws are smashed, and it 

becomes a nihilistic world, just like chaos. 

 

"What a collision 

 

"How could the cultivation of the elder devil emperor be possible... When did he reach the third level of 

Baiji realm?" 

 

"Besides, what's the magic eye behind him? The eye of death? Why is there a breath of life? " 

 

Ye Chen calls out the picture of the yellow spring, unfolds a yellow spring river and mountains, protects 

himself, as well as Yanyu xianzun, Jianming, Xiaohuang, lion, devil and beast. 

 

He was very surprised at the strength of the demon emperor. 

 

Last time I saw emperor Zhetian, he didn't break through the shackles. But now, he has reached the 

third level of Baiji realm. It's really incredible. I think he got some amazing adventure in Hongjun secret 

place. 

 

But the more so, the more uneasy Ye Chen is. There must be a push from heaven behind! 

 



The stronger the demon emperor is, the more terrifying his strength will be if the container is 

successful! 

 

Click! 

 

The space is constantly broken, and the lost time and space in the deep universe are manifested in the 

sky. 

 

Woo—— 

 

All of a sudden, the sky dragon soul, in the fight between the two people, can not bear the burden, even 

directly fell into the lost time and space. 

 

This sudden sudden change, the demon emperor and the yuhuanggudi, are exclaimed. 

 

The lost time and space is vast. As soon as the dragon soul falls in, it is immediately submerged by the 

endless lost breath, and no trace can be seen. 

 

"Damn it, demon emperor, look at what you've done!" 

 

The yuhuanggudi was very angry when he saw the loss of the dragon's soul. If his majesty could really 

come, he would absolutely tear the demon emperor to pieces. 

 

Unfortunately, now he is just a projection and can't exert any power. It's already the limit that he has 

just launched the inspiration of wanxu. 

 

When the emperor saw that the dragon spirit had fallen, his face sank. Then he sneered and said, "it's 

better to lose the dragon spirit than to fall into the hands of your wanxu temple." 

 

Yuhuanggudi snorted, looked at the demon emperor, then looked at yechen, said: "very good, very 

good, for the first time, someone dares to be so arrogant in front of me." 

 



"Reincarnation Lord, you are in collusion with the demon emperor. I really can't kill you in a short time, 

but your companion, that's not necessarily." 

 

With that, the eyes of the emperor turned on Yanyu xianzun, Xiaohuang, Jianming and others. 

 

Yanyu xianzun, Xiaohuang and others are all chilly. They feel that there are tens of millions of heavenly 

swords on their back. They are very uncomfortable. 

 

It's not a comfortable thing to be watched by the emperor. 

 

After the threat of yuhuanggudi fell, the projection body gradually disappeared. 

 

Boom 

 

The eye of the death omen was turned into a dark golden vertical eye, which was imprinted between his 

eyebrows. 

 

When the dead omen's eye is put away, the eternal night also dissipates. The sun shines down in the 

sky, and the surrounding area is warm. 

 

Originally, the dark sea was forbidden, and there was never sunshine. But under the struggle between 

the demon emperor and the ancient emperor, the rule of thousands of miles has been broken, and the 

sunshine can shine in again. 

 

"Master devil!" 

 

Ye Chen flies up and comes to the demon emperor. 

 

"Ye Chen, are you ok?" 

 

The demon emperor and ye Chen meet again. They are overjoyed and hold each other tightly. 



 

Ye Chen Mou son one coagulates, way: "that sky dragon soul......" 

 

The demon emperor said: "Alas, it has fallen into the lost time and space. It is impossible to find it in a 

short time. It seems that our old alliance is as good as the wanxu temple. Neither side can hold down 

the other. Therefore, no one can capture the dragon soul. The end is lost." 

 

Ye Chen looked at the vertical eyes of the emperor's eyebrows again and said, "did you find this 

eyeball... In Hongjun's secret place?" 

 

The demon emperor nodded and said, "well, I have successfully found the earth vein crystal in Hongjun 

secret place. I didn't expect that there was a dead omen eye in the earth vein crystal." 
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Ye Chen catches a trace of heaven's mystery. The dead omen eye seems to have something to do with 

the king of the sky and the king of nightmares. He asks curiously, "what is the dead omen eye?" 

 

The emperor said, "have you ever heard that there are four animal kings under the throne of Hongjun?" 

 

Ye Chen said: "I know that Hongjun's ancestors raised four sacred beasts in those years." 

 

The demon emperor said, "it's just after I got the crystallization of the earth vein that I knew the secret. I 

didn't expect that you had heard of it for a long time." 

 

Ye Chen said: "I only know one thing, not too clear. Now I only know that there are two animal kings, 

namely, the king of the sky and the king of nightmare." 

 

Say, leaf Chen looked at small yellow one eye. 

 



The ancestral blood of the nightmare king was inherited by Xiao Huang. 

 

The emperor said, "one of the two remaining animal Kings is called the king of nothingness." 

 

Ye Chen said: "the king of nothingness?" 

 

The demon emperor said: "it's said that the king of nothingness is not the god beast of this world, but is 

born from the nothingness world. In fact, it's an eyeball..." 

 

Then he pointed to his eyebrow and said: "the evil eye of death omen has been refined by me, and the 

crystallization of Hongjun's earthvein has been found. Maybe it's because the chance I got in Hongjun's 

secret place is too bad. I have made a great breakthrough in my cultivation. I have reached the third 

level of Baiji's realm. Even I can't believe it... " 

 

"Three levels in a row!" 

 

Ye Chen takes a cool breath. He knows how hard it is to break through the hundred shackles. But now 

the demon emperor has broken three times in a row. It's an incredible leap forward. It can be seen that 

he has a great chance and a deep adventure. 

 

The demon emperor said with a smile: "your enemies outside the territory, xuanjiyue and Shitian, I 

should be able to kill them easily. Where are they? I'll take care of them for you. " 

 

Ye Chen said: "no, it's not the right time. I can also kill them. But at present, the crisis in the earth's heart 

still needs to borrow their strength and spirit. We can't fight inside." 

 

After thinking about it, the emperor felt that it was reasonable. The two men's good fortune was 

extremely adverse. It really worked against wanxu. He nodded and said, "OK." 

 

He and ye Chen look at each other, and then they both laugh. 

 



In the past, xuanjiyue and Emperor Shitian were under great pressure, but now, no matter who they are, 

they have the qualification to crush the fate of demons. 

 

The world is easier. It's hard to predict the reversal of chess and the change of fortune. 

 

However, when they thought of the more terrible enemies such as Wutian and wanxu temple, they both 

looked dignified. 

 

Ye Chen said: "master devil, you said that the dead omen devil's eye, an eyeball, is actually a divine 

beast?" 

 

The emperor said: "yes, this eyeball has life and consciousness. It was one of the four animal kings under 

the throne of Hongjun in the past. It was honored as the king of nothingness." 

 

"The king of nothingness, that is, the eye of death omen, is said to be born from the world of 

nothingness and is the closest animal to nothingness. After the fall of Hongjun, the king of nothingness 

died and sealed himself in the veins of the earth, but he didn't want to be obtained by me." 

 

Ye Chen said: "master devil, your luck is really invincible. You have such a big adventure." 

 

The emperor Zhetian shook his head and said, "it's not my luck, but the help of Wutian. If I can have 

today's chance, it's Wutian's protection. It's just like Naan iron heart. It's not his power, it's Yuhuang's 

hiding behind." 

 

Ye Chen's face sank, and said: "it's also true that the devil ancestor has no heaven. It seems that he is 

raising pigs. He cultivates you and makes you break through, so that you can give up for him in the 

future." 

 

The emperor of covering heaven laughed, but he was also open-minded, and said: "no matter what, 

now with the great fortune of the devil ancestor, I can steal such a chance, and it's not a waste of my 

life." 

 



"The so-called morning hears the way, the night dies may carry on, I now cut off the flail 87, already 

faintly peeped at the heavenly king Avenue, although died without regret!" 

 

After refining the earth vein of Hongjun and the eye of death omen, the shackles cut by the demon 

emperor reached 87, which exceeded the limit of 81. It can be said that he was the capital of the 

emperor. 

 

Ye Chenxi said: "Congratulations, master devil, as long as you can survive the calamity of devil, you can 

rise to the top." 

 

The emperor said, "it's hard to escape from the capture of the demon ancestor Wutian. The more 

advanced my cultivation is, the more terrifying I feel. I'm afraid I'll die after all. Then, please take care of 

Chi Yao." 

 

At the moment, the demon emperor was a little lonely and ordered the future affairs. 

 

Ye Chen heart a Lin, way: "devil emperor elder, don't say this kind of dejected words, your Dao heart is 

not weaker than people, will never be easily taken away." 

 

With a free and easy smile, the demon emperor said, "well, in a short time, the demon ancestor Wutian 

will not hurt me. Now, I want to talk about the hunting meeting with you." 

 

Ye Chen some unheard of, then asked: "what hunting convention?" 

 

"After a while, Mozu Wutian plans to hold a hunting meeting. He invites many martial arts people from 

outside and inside the sea to participate in it. Among them, he selects those who are gifted and strong in 

martial arts to join the old alliance. It's an entry examination of the old alliance. Are you interested in 

participating?" 

 

Ye Chen a Leng, way: "hunt a meeting, this is entrance examination?"? How can I join the old alliance? " 

 

The demon emperor said: "hunting meeting, the prize is very rich, you can participate, do not have to 

join the old alliance." 



 

Ye Chen said: "the devil has no heaven to allow me to participate?" 

 

The demon emperor said: "of course, he would like you to go, because the hunting meeting was held in 

the ruins of gods. The ruins of gods are extremely dangerous. If ordinary people go, they will die." 

 

"Mozu wudian specially asked me to invite you to participate. On the surface, he wanted to clear up the 

past and put down the grudge. In fact, he wanted you to die." 

 

"However, I think it's not difficult to pass the examination with your strength, so I still want you to have 

a try." 

 

"After all, the prize of this hunting meeting is really very rich." 

 

Ye Chen heart move, but think carefully, or shook his head, way: "no, I don't go, lest extraneous." 

 

The emperor said, "don't you ask me what the prize is?" 

 

Ye Chen said: "no, I don't want to go anyway." 

 

The demon emperor shrugged and said, "well, whatever you want." 

 

Ye Chen continued: "the four beast kings under Hongjun, the king of the sky, the dragon of the sky, the 

king of nightmare, the beast of nightmare, the king of nothingness, the eye of death omen, and the last 

one?" 

 

He wanted to know the secret of the four beasts. After all, there were many things involved. 

 

"The last one is the king of swallowing. It's an ancient gluttonous animal, and the ancestor of many 

gluttonous animals in the world," the demon emperor said 
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Ye Chen's eyes coagulated and said: "the king of phagocytosis, is it a gluttonous beast? It seems that the 

ancient emperor Yu Huang mentioned that... " 

 

Just now, the ancient emperor Yuhuang seems to have mentioned the name of the king of phagocytosis. 

His use of an Tiexin layout is related to the king of phagocytosis. 

 

The demon emperor said: "I don't know much about the secret of the king of swallowing. All I know is 

the mark left by the evil eye of death omen." He pointed to the eyes between the eyebrows. 

 

After the death omen eye was buried, its consciousness had dissipated, but under the protection of the 

earth vein crystal, its vitality still existed. 

 

In other words, this eye is alive! 

 

In the eyes of the death omen, there are many archaic marks and ancient secrets. 

 

After the demon emperor Zhetian refined, he also knew a lot of secret sympaths, but after all, these 

secret sympaths are too long, and a lot of information has been blurred. 

 

"Well, is the blood of the king of nightmares inherited into the corpus luteum?" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes look at Xiao Huang, and asks the devil emperor. 

 

The emperor's eyebrows twinkled, and the dark golden magic light came out and fell on Xiaohuang's 

body. 

 

Xiao Huang stands nervously and is also very curious about his life experience. 

 



The demon emperor looked around for a while, then nodded and said, "Xiao Huang has indeed inherited 

the blood of the nightmare ancestor king, but the blood is sealed, so he can't exert all his strength." 

 

"I always feel that Xiao Huang has too many layouts, such as the layout of Hongjun ancestors, the layout 

of the king of nightmares, the layout of your previous life, and many layouts, as well as the disorder of 

space rules. It seems ordinary, but it has been hidden, seemingly transformed, but there are many 

changes." 

 

Ye Chen is also deeply nodded, Xiao Huang gave him too big surprise, he always thought Xiao Huang is 

the limit, but found that the end is just the tip of the iceberg, his heart move, way: "wait for his blood 

recovery, is not invincible?" 

 

The nightmare beast of the past is one of the four great beasts under the throne of Hongjun. It is 

extremely strong in charge of killing. If Xiao Huang's blood revives, it will really go against the sky. 

 

The emperor said, "if you want to revive the blood of the ancestor king, it's not so easy." 

 

Ye Chen said: "it's true, but I finally know Xiao Huang's life experience." 

 

The emperor said, "if you take Xiao Huang to the hunting meeting, you will win the championship." 

 

The hunting convention is related to hunting fierce animals, while Xiao Huang, who is in the blood of the 

ancestor king of nightmare, can restrain and crush ordinary fierce animals with the advantage of blood, 

which is enough to shine brilliantly in the hunting convention. 

 

But ye Chen still shook his head and said, "no, I don't want to have too much trouble with the devil." 

 

The demon emperor sighed and said, "well, where do you want to go next?" 

 

Ye Chen looked at the same kind of Xiao Huang, the lion demon fierce beast, said: "I'm going to go with 

Xiao Huang to his ancestral hometown." 

 



The demon emperor said, "is it the ancestral land of the nightmare Protoss? But you have to be careful. 

If you offend yuhuanggudi, he won't let you go. " 

 

Ye Chen ha ha a smile, way: "the emperor can't come personally, he wants to kill me, not so easy." 

 

"You are a great transporter. Unless the emperor yuhuanggudi comes in person, it's hard for others to 

kill you, but it's not necessary for your companions." 

 

With that, the emperor looked at Xiao Huang and said, "I heard that yuhuanggudi captured a demon 

Tong nightmare in those years. It's a member of Xiao Huang's family, but his blood is possessed by 

demons and is extremely fierce. He may send that demon Tong nightmare down to deal with Xiao 

Huang." 

 

Ye Chen said: "magic pupil nightmare?" 

 

The emperor said, "well, I have caught the secret. Your future is very dangerous. You should be careful." 

 

Ye Chen heart a Lin, way: "good, I know, thank devil emperor elder remind." 

 

After a pause, ye Chen asked: "master devil, where is the kitten girl?" 

 

The demon emperor said, "did you say Hong Xuan? I've allowed her to join the old alliance, and she's 

asking the devil to revive her master. " 

 

Hong Xin, Hong Xuan's master, fell in the crisis of the earth's core, leaving only a trace of his soul. 

 

If he is willing to do something, he can revive Hong Xin, just like Yu Chi Yao. 

 

But Hong Xuan wanted to ask the devil to do it. How could it be so easy? 

 



Ye Chen thinks of the scenes that he has experienced with Hong Xin, and his eyes are quite dazed and 

sighed. How can he think that Hong Xin is actually involved in the relationship with Wutian. 

 

The emperor said, "you have too many causes and effects. Don't think about them. Just think that Hong 

Xin has fallen completely." 

 

Ye Chen said with a bitter smile, "what you said is true." 

 

The demon emperor said, "if there's nothing wrong, I'll go first." 

 

Ye Chen said: "master, walk slowly." 

 

The emperor of covering the sky nodded and flew away. 

 

Looking at the shadow of the demon emperor's departure, ye Chen's eyes are quite confused and full of 

thoughts. 

 

"Master..." 

 

Xiao Huang a light call, will ye Chen thoughts pulled back. 

 

Ye Chen returned to his senses and looked sideways. However, he saw Xiao Huang's kind. The lion, 

demon and beast were dying, and their blood was exhausted to the extreme. 

 

"Are you all right?" 

 

Ye Chen and Xiao Huang come to the lion, the devil and the beast in a hurry. 

 

The lion demon beast was lying on the ground with its head down, panting and eyes down, looking at 

the little zodiac: "little Lord, I'm sorry, I'm too weak, I'm afraid I can't take you back to the ancestral 

land." 



 

It has been tormented by an Tiexin for too long, and its blood has already dried up, and it has reached 

the point where the oil is exhausted. 

 

Just now, the fight between the demon emperor and the yuhuanggudi has brought serious pressure to 

its exhausted blood, and its collapse is imminent. 

 

Xiao Huang stayed for a while, but he was speechless. 

 

The lion devil said: "little Lord, I'm dying. My name is beimangan. I hope you can remember me." 

 

Xiaohuang whispered: "beimangan..." 

 

The lion demon said: "well, the surname of my nightmare Protoss is Beimang. It's the surname given by 

Hongjun's ancestors themselves. The ancestor's name is Beimang Taiwu." 

 

Little zodiac: "Beimang? What's my name, then? " 

 

That lion devil fierce beast way: "young Lord, your name, I don't know, this wants to ask your parents." 

 

"I have sensed that your parents are coming to pick you up soon. They will take you back to your 

hometown. You wait here. Don't walk. They will arrive soon." 

 

With that, the lion, demon and beast died in peace, and his breath was completely cut off, but there was 

a golden light all over his body, which was the last trace of his blood, the intense burning light. 

 

That ray of blood golden light, shot into the sky, just like a signal bomb, shining out far away. 

 

When Xiao Huang saw that the beast was dead, his eyes burst into tears and sorrow. 

 



Ye Chen touched Xiao Huang's head, sighed and said, "Xiao Huang, don't be too sad. We are waiting 

here, waiting for your parents to pick you up." 

 

Xiao Huang gave a "um" and nodded. 

 

The corpse of the lion, the devil and the beast was burned out, and then disappeared as wisps of ashes. 

 

Ye Chen, Xiao Huang, Yan Yu Xian Zun, Jian Ming and others are waiting in place. 


